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Studio Times: Mo-Wed-Fri 1-5pm – alternating weekly with Mo 1-5 Tue 6-9 - Wed 1-5pm

The gorgeous landscape in which the Center for Marine Research will be located in Fort Bragg, CA

RE-GENERATIVE DESIGN: In this Spring of 2019 we will design an aquatic Center for Marine
Science along the coastal special zone of Fort Bragg in N-California in a regenerative fashion.
THE LARGER URBAN PROBLEM: Until about 2000 the City was completely separated from the
Pacific by a huge Lumber Mill. This mill has stopped operation since about 2003, and the large
coastal zone is under planning for future use and redevelopment. Our project is one of several
projects that has been approved. (The larger project will be taken up in a Thesis Studio in 2020).
THE SITE: The building site is located in a special coastal zone of the City of Fort Bragg in
Northern California, right on the Pacific Ocean in a breathtaking landscape.
THE PROGRAM: Essential central elements include the following but are not limited to those:
§ Two Exhibition Halls: a. one Hall for the Skeleton of a Blue Wale, and
§ b. a second Hall for the exhibit of an Orca Skeleton
§ A Research Center
§ A Convention/Lecture Hall
§ Housing for Researchers and others..
STUDIO: The studio will emphasize several research issues in addition to regular design issues: The
role of healthy water in this design will be supplemented with the role of healthy earth. The connection to
the City of Fort Bragg will be considered as important as the connection to the Pacific. A particular
relevant topic of research has to do with the Pomo Indian people that have lived here for thousands of
years and their role in the redevelopment of the special coastal zone and the Noyo Research Center.
The studio will be conducted in a rigorous research and professional design way, including weekly pinups
and clearly defined goals, integrating design rand research. A range of scales and modes of representation
will be part of the ongoing studio design.
Site Trip: Students will visit the site in Fort Bragg early in the quarter, possibly Friday, April 5 or Mon 8.
During this visit in Fort Bragg we will also meet representatives from the City and of the Noyo Center..

Orca currently exhibited in Fort Bragg needs new Home
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RESEARCH DESIGN: Professor Neis has taught Regenerative Design since about 2010, in a number of
4-584 studios as well as in terminal or thesis studios 4-585/6 in Portland. This Spring quarter Neis will
teach a 4-584 in Eugene. Dr. Neis has done initial work on the challenges for the urban structure in Fort
Bragg, including urban design and architectural research on the morphogenetic city. His work is currently
exhibited at the Sainsbury Center in Norwich, England, designed by Norman Foster. The exhibition is
called ‘Dust to Dust’, emphasizing healthy soil for healthy cities. Neis won one of six places in an
international design competition early in 2018. The work was continued with a charrette at the Prince of
Wales Foundation in London in the summer of 2018. The final museum exhibition was prepared end of
fall, opened at the end of November, and is currently running until February 17, 2019.
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Redesigning the City for Regenerative Relationships
between Soil, Land, Water, and People

We re-envision Fort Bragg, California,
using design principles based on the
theory of 'morphogenesis' by Christopher
Alexander. This likens the city to biological
things, which are created continuously
and given form progressively as processes
of growth and adaptation take place.
The design principles help improve
relationships with soil, land, water, and
the people of the city.

Diagram for Regenerative Urban Design
Experiment A: Human Settlement in
Nature
Public functions are placed at strategic
positions in a sea of flora and fauna.
Highway 1 forms a new major connector
and attractor as a boulevard incorporating
major functions such as a bike path and
new urban buildings.

Diagram for Regenerative Urban Design
Experiment B: Green Ecological City
Major green zones and parks create a
network of green fingers connecting the
existing town structure with the large
coastal green tract. A green boulevard is
established on Highway 1 inside the city
boundaries, merging the old with the new
city.

Fort Bragg Coastline
For 130 years Fort Bragg was physically separated from the Pacific Ocean by the
Union Lumbermill, occupying a long tract of land along the coast. Growing out of a
military post founded in 1857, the city occupies land that originally and still belongs
to the Pomo Indian tribe. The Mendocino Indian Reservation established in 1856 was
discontinued ten years later, when the military was abandoned, after which small
lumber mills and ranches colonized the land. Instead of returning the land to the
Pomo Indians, it was opened up to the public for settlement in 1869. As the town and
its industry grew, the division of city and ocean remained.

Fort Bragg Aerial Photo © Google Earth
The huge lumbermill with its own airport was discontinued in 2002 because of
economic nonperformance. Fort Bragg is using this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity
with a variety of ideas and projects, including a college, a golf course, a marine
research centre, and a smaller mill. However, we are looking for larger and more
visionary ideas for the future, leading to a morphogenetic city. We ask: what might
a city look like that develops based on Pomo Indian knowledge and practices? How
can regenerative urban design facilitate soil management, composting, urban food
production and agroforestry, and water purification (to save the dying kelp) to improve
the city's sustainability and inhabitants’ well-being?

Diagram for Regenerative Urban Design
Experiment C: Playful Urban Experiments

The deindustrialisation of Fort Bragg leaves the city economically
disadvantaged, but offers some large urban development
opportunities. We attempt to create the beginnings of a
'Morphogenetic City' using generative and regenerative
processes, including patterns and pattern language. These
primary development concepts are formulated as design
principles that address the domains of sustainability through soil,
water, and waste management, food security, urban agriculture,
and socio-ecological practice and architecture. Key to this
challenge is how the Pomo Indians in Northern California can
rehabilitate by forming part of the refreshed city allowing them
to continue deeply rooted traditions in a new way.

The existing town grid is extended into the
coastal zone in a playful way. Two major
green tracts for recreational and ecological
purposes are reserved, as well as a tree
studded boulevard.

This combination of factors invites interdependent cultural and
urban experimentation. How can each regenerative building
project help to restore, remodel, replace, and reuse decaying
urban fabric? How will each development heal the existing land
and start to establish an aesthetic emerging city that facilitates
new forms of urban life, comprising new relationships to the
Pacific waters and curating soil quality?

Diagram for Regenerative Urban
Design Experiment D: New Integrated
Regenerative Urban Process
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Pomo Practices and Knowledge
Small tribes of Pomo Indians clustered around the Noyo River in northern California.
Although a migratory people, Pomo tribes resided on stopover locations for extended
periods. They constructed simple circular and elliptical buildings from local materials,
such as redwood branches and bark frames cladded in mud. Pomo crafts are
famous, including expressive baskets, sometimes doubling as makeshift boats, and
celebratory jewellery with remarkable coloration and ornamentation. Their extensive
knowledge of plant use served various aspects of everyday life. Balancing their needs
with ecological respect, Pomo subsistence shows little change in food supply over the
3000 years before European colonisation. A fully functioning Pomo city can only be
imagined.

Vision for Noyo Centre for Marine Science

Redwood Coastal Trees

Vision for the Noyo Centre for Marine Science

Giant Coastal Redwood Trees

One of the progressive projects embraced by Fort Bragg as part of the new urban
coast that is green, sustainable, ecological, regenerative, and morphogenetic, the
centre relates land and water. The study of perishing kelp along the coast is critical for
the food chain associated with sea flora and fauna. Establishing user participation
in the design process and developing a pattern language make a good start for such
visionary public project to kick-start the program of building projects within an Ocean
Plan. An impressive marine collection will be housed in the concrete and wooden
buildings with terrazzo floors and its exterior gardens.

The northern California Pomo area around Fort Bragg is home to gargantuan coastal
redwood trees. In particular they still grow in the ‘forests of giants’ in the ‘Humboldt
Redwoods State Park’ and the ‘Hendy Woods State Park’. These magnificent and
hugely impressively specimens can grow up to 100 meters high and become up to
three thousand years old. They made a lasting impression on the early Indians, not
just thanks to their economic value as building material, but also because they took
thousands of years to become such wonders of nature. These redwood trees are
certainly a reflection of the long-term resilience and continuity of life and beauty on
earth.

Observing some urban Maya principles,
this features public space and buildings
and a large range of low-density urban
support functions (agroforestry, urban
agriculture, Pomo Village, sports fields,
allotment gardens, repurposed industrial
relicts, pedestrian paths, connections to
water, a boat landing, and the Noyo Marine
Research Center). Highway 1 is bypassed to
create a major pedestrian boulevard.

The Design Principles Applied to Fort Bragg to Build towards a Morphogenetic City
Creating guidelines for the regenerative development of Fort Bragg according to the principle of morphogenesis, an integrated
urban design plan was developed from the four design experiments. It starts to generate patterns of urban form adapting and
implementing the following design concepts and principles:
Design principle 1 (regenerative soil relations): promoting renewable and circular material use in building design and motivating
the integration of socio-ecological private-public behaviour through facilitating city-wide composting that improves soil quality
in public space from private waste;
Design principle 2 (regenerative people relations): only sanctioning designs of public and private buildings that follow the rules of
wholeness, and realise public spaces and amenities including principles inspired by Pomo values, knowledge, and practices;
Design principle 3 (regenerative land relations): generating multi-scalar spatial integration with ‘city-country fingers’, to
encourage food production and agroforestry practices in open space and to improve well-being through quality green space;
Design principle 4 (regenerative water relations): implementing restorative water infrastructure and increasing the knowledge of
protecting water-life, connecting engagement with urban bodies of water from the Noyo River through Fort Bragg to the Pacific
Ocean

The Research Design Panel by Professor Neis, currently exhibited at the Sainsbury Centre in Norwich, UK. The Exhibit is called
Dust to Dust and will be open until February 17, 2019.

https://scva.ac.uk/art-and-artists/exhibitions/dust-to-dust-redesigning-urban-life-in-healthy-soils
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